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TEXT: Luke 22:26 ". . .Let the greatest among you become as the
youngest, and the leader as one who serves."

One of the problems we all have to face—and we face it with
considerable regularity—is how to distinguish between what is real and
what is only imitation. Sometimes, of course, that distinction is of no
great importance. Perhaps merely a matter of curiosity. For instance, I
don't suppose that many of us really care whether those candles on the
altar this morning are made of real wax or only styrene. Either way, they
burn, and their light reminds us of the presence of Christ, who said, "I am
the light of the world."

And sometimes the distinction may even be ridiculous. If you watch
much television, you're probably familiar with what I call the 1-800
commercial. Knives, dishes, jewelry, cookware, records, magazines, and who
knows what else are described in the most glowing terms, often carefully
worded so the casual listener may think he heard something he really
didn't. For instance, I've heard commercials for jewelry made of genuine
diamels and for purses made of real imitation leather. As if there were
unscrupulous charlatans out there, selling imitation diamels and phoney
imitation leather.

But sometimes the difference is more significant. Fake furs and
imitation jewelry may be as beautiful, and much more practical, than the
real thing. But, when we're buying furs or jewelry, most of us want to
know which they are. We certainly wouldn't want to pay real prices for
imitations.

And sometimes the distinction is absolutely crucial. Consider the
matter of health care. For as long as anyone can determine, bona fide
health practitioners, and the care-seeking public, have been plagued by the
existence of "quacks"—people who peddle false hopes and phoney cures. It
probably doesn't matter whether the "quack" is just ignorant, or
consciously unscrupulous. The result is the same. People not only spend
their money foolishly, but often suffer and sometimes die from getting
bogus treatment instead of what could really have helped them.

And what is true of medicine is also true of life. In that famous

passage in the 55th chapter of Isaiah, the Bible asks, "Why do you spend
your money for that which is not bread, and your labor for that which does
not satisfy?" Why do you spend so much time, effort, and energy on
imitation living when real life is there, with such abundance, for those
who truly seek it? That may be the most important question we will ever be
asked, because our temptation to settle for imitations is very real and
very powerful.

Look at this morning's scripture lesson, for example. The disciples
had been following Jesus for about three years by that time. They had seen
his miracles and listened to his teachings. Just a moment before, they had
witnessed The Last Supper, one of the most sacred moments in human history.
Yet, what was it that concerned them most? Luke says, "A dispute also
arose among them, which of them was to be regarded as the greatest."

And, to make matters worse, they were still caught up in that old
"worldly" definition of greatness. When Jesus was born, the Caesar on the
throne at Rome was called Augustus, "Majestic", and the ruler at Jerusalem






